TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM
TO:

Planning Board, David Sharples, Town Planner, Town of Exeter

FROM:

Robert Roseen, PHD, PE, DWRE, Waterstone Engineering

DATE:

November 27, 2018

RE:

PB Case #17-27, Mischaracterization of AOT’s Position by the Applicant’s Design
Team and the Significance Regarding the Wetland Waiver and Conditional Use
Permit for Rose Farm
Exeter Area Conservancy
1) 10/26/18 Correspondence between AOT and Applicants Design Team, 2)
Excerpts from Applicants Drainage Study

CC:
ATTACHMENTS:

Dear Chairman Plumer, Members of the Planning Board, and Mr. Sharples:
Thank you for the opportunity to provide a brief follow up on my previous memo on 10/15/18 on behalf of
the Exeter Area Conservancy. The EAC recently obtained a copy of an email exchange between AOT and
the applicant’s engineer which directly disputes their claim that AOT supports the current approach
(attached for reference). This memo details several important mis-representations by the applicant’s design
team to the Exeter Planning Board that are listed below which include: 1) incorrectly stating AOT’s position
regarding the allowance to not use biofiltration (ie raingardens, bioretention, etc) because of high
groundwater and poor soils, 2) incorrectly stating AOT’s position supporting a waiver requiring infiltration,
3) incorrectly stating AOT’s support of a waiver associated with Channel Protection and the need for
volume reduction. We believe these issues will unquestionably result in impacts to wetland habitat and are
thus grounds for rejection of the waiver and permit applications, consistent with the conservation
commission recommendation.
The September 29, 2018 letter by Marc Jacobs incorrectly states “The project design team has
communicated these findings to the AOT Bureau staff who have indicated that a waiver of the requirement
to re-infiltrate stormwater is warranted.” (see page 2 paragraph 1)
In contrast, the correspondence with Bethann McCarthy of AOT states the opposite in several instances:
1) AOT’s position is that despite the seasonal high groundwater table (SHWT), in some instances, the
project must seriously consider using (bio)filtration (aka raingardens, bioretention, etc) through site
grading (ie berming),
“However, as you outlined, if topography allows for filter media with berming of basins,… then
groundwater recharge (infiltration) needs to be considered more closely, even with high SHWT. I
just wanted to reiterate this” by Bethann McCarthy, (see page 1, second paragraph of the AOT
correspondence, for the 10/26/18 email)
There is ample opportunity for in/filtration from regrading that will occur from building foundations
that typically results in raising of grade around a building an average of 2-4’ to balance cut and fill. The
applicants have simply chosen not to design for this important element because they have not yet been
held to that standard.
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2) Of great significance, AOT goes on to write that the waiver would likely not be granted exempting the
need to infiltrate for groundwater recharge volume (GRV),
“Although based on depth to SHWT, it appears that we would not grant this waiver” by Bethann
McCarthy, (see page 4 of the AOT correspondence, for the 10/6/18 email, section on Groundwater
Recharge Volume (GRV), bullet #4)

Similarly, the applicants design team has misrepresented AOTs position on Channel Protection and thus
the need for infiltration and volume reduction.
3) Based on the applicant’s 10/1/18 drainage report, the change in volume for the 2-yr storm is a 7%
increase, 0.28 ac-ft (185,072VOL POST DEV-173,046 VOL PRE DEV =12,026 CF VOL INCREASE)
as measured at the train tracks (POI 105) (see pages 20 of the predevelopment drainage study and page
61 of the post development drainage study attached for reference). AOT will only allow a waiver if the
change in volume is less than 0.1 ac-ft as noted in the quote below. Whereas the applicant’s own data
shows a 0.28 ac-ft increase. The applicant is not presenting the correct information for AOT to consider
in the email and this project will be assessed by the data referenced above which will not justify a
waiver.
“Bethann thought this was reasonable and that we could apply for a waiver for the less than 0.1
ac‐ft increase”(see page 4 of the AOT correspondence, for the 10/6/18 email, section on Slight
volume increase – Channel Protection, bullet #9)
While we are not asking you to assess the validity of AOT requirements, the mere fact that the application
provides for no channel protection, infiltration, or filtration will unquestionably result in wetland erosion
and subsequent impacts to aquatic habitat and water quality. The 2-year storm, aka channel protection event
is an exceptionally important metric for aquatic habitat impacts. AOT states “The purpose of this section is
to protect channels, downstream receiving waters, and wetlands from erosion and associated sedimentation
resulting from urbanization within a watershed”. Increases in runoff volume are well established and
indisputable to have negative impacts to aquatic habitat and water quality and for that reason AOT requires
almost no increase the channel protection volume. The increases in runoff volume will also contribute to
reduced climate resiliency and make this area more prone to flooding.
For these reasons, we feel that the wetland impact waiver and conditional use permit should not be granted
on the undisputed basis that the project does not provide for any infiltration and recharge of stormwater
runoff (at the applicant’s own admission) which results in increases in runoff volume (7%), providing no
channel protection, which will cause unavoidable impacts to wetland habitat and water quality.
I would be happy to discuss these items in more detail. Thank you for your consideration.
Regards,

Robert M. Roseen, Ph.D., P.E., D.WRE.
Waterstone Engineering, PLLC
9 Gretas Way | Stratham, NH 03885
(603)686-2488(c) | rroseen@waterstone-eng.com
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Robert Roseen
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

McCarthy, Bethann <Bethann.McCarthy@des.nh.gov>
Tuesday, November 27, 2018 9:10 AM
Robert Roseen
FW: Exeter Rose Farm Subdivision

Hi Rob – here you go.
From: McCarthy, Bethann
Sent: Friday, October 26, 2018 8:54 AM
To: 'Jack McTigue'
Cc: John P. Lorden
Subject: RE: Exeter Rose Farm Subdivision

Thank you for the summary, Jack. That’s a good summary of our discussion. Please print off and include with your
submittal.
Just to caveat a little further, though I think you got the points: the 24” separation to SHWT was offered as a starting
point for discussion of waivers, and applies well to this project due to topography and soils. However, as you outlined, if
topography allows for filter media with berming of basins, or if infiltration treatment is required (for phosphorous
impaired water bodies, within ¼ mile of lakes or ponds, in Class A waters, or outstanding resource waters) then
groundwater recharge (infiltration) needs to be considered more closely, even with high SHWT. I just wanted to
reiterate this, for future projects.
Bethann

Roseen comments: Topography does allow
for this and as AOT details infiltration must be
considered. As such AOT should deem the
application as deficient.

Bethann McCarthy, P.E.
Alteration of Terrain Bureau
New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services
29 Hazen Drive, Concord, NH 03301‐0095
603.271.1087
Visit Alteration of Terrain

From: Jack McTigue [mailto:jmctigue@tfmoran.com]
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 2018 2:51 PM
To: McCarthy, Bethann
Cc: John P. Lorden
Subject: RE: Exeter Rose Farm Subdivision

Bethann,
I would like to summarize the meeting we had on Exeter Rose Farm on 10/22/18. We reviewed the plans set dated
10/01/18.
Items we discussed were:
1. Do we need to provide specific stormwater management for the 5‐unit residential building.
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In general, AoT doesn't specifically call out that residential buildings need to be treated, but AoT does say
"roof runoff, including commercial and industrial uses". Residential buildings are accounted for in the runoff
but not in the treatment, assuming they are disconnected impervious areas and treated with buffers, etc.
 But this is a larger area
 We talked of adding a small treatment area in front of the parking lot to handle some of the parking lot and
the building.
2. The town is asking us to widen the existing Oak street extension.
 We had discussed in an earlier meeting that we could ask for a waiver for treating the existing oak street
extension since we would need to destroy pristine upland in order to build a treatment area and it was an
existing roadway.
 Now we will be increasing the impervious.
 We discussed using a Ditch Turn‐out Buffer
o We would need 50’ from the water.
o In this instance, it would be reasonable to ask for a waiver if the impervious area was greater
than the limit of 6,000 sf.
o It was an increase to an existing roadway.
3. We reviewed the request to waive the infiltration based on the soils
 We had discussed it during an earlier meeting.
 One item you were unsure about was if the ESHWT was high enough to request a waiver for infiltration/GRV
o AoT in general considers that if the ESHWT <24”, it is reasonable to ask for a waiver for
Roseen comments: With about infiltration.
o We reviewed the test pits on the site.
500CYDS of cut from every building
foundation the ground will be raised
 The majority of them were 8”‐20” deep
an average of 2'+ extending approx
 Two that were near each other are 36” deep in the yards of existing houses that are
40' out from the buildings. This will
staying and not being torn down.
increase separation from SHWT and
 One that was 27” was on a side of a hill, not an accessible area for drainage.
increase feasibility for infiltration
which requires only 1' from bottom of
 The second 27” at the top of a hill, on the river bank, not an accessible area for
practice for residential rooftops
drainage.
o It was also noted that the Soil Scientist said the soil on the lot had a lot of fines and was not
conducive to infiltration.
 You explained that if it was in a phosphorous impaired area, it would require infiltration or a BMP that used
a filter media with underdrain (New AoT adaptions). If it was in a nitrogen impaired area, AoT recommends
using gravel wetlands. (Explained further in AoT Newsletter October 2018 – Email #50)
 On return to our office, the impairments on the project were reviewed.
o Below are the two impairments TFM found when reviewing the site on NHDES OneStop
Mapping application. This would coincide with the use of gravel wetland but not require the
Roseen comments: This is not true. Approx
infiltration for phosphorous.
25% of the buildable area is Hydrologic Soil
Assessment Unit ID (AUID): NHRIV600030806‐01
Group (HSG)-A and B soils. The remaining is
 Assessment Unit Name: NORRIS BROOK
HSG-C. All HSG-D soils are in wetlands and
 Beach (Y/N?): N
would not be built anyhow. For this reason
AOT requires on all soils except HSG-D.
 Impairments related to stormwater: Escherichia coli
 Metadatar, Dissolved oxygen saturation, Enterococcus, Lead, Nitrogen (Total), Dissolved
Oxygen (mg/L), Zinc



Assessment Unit ID (AUID): NHEST600030806‐01‐01
 Assessment Unit Name: SQUAMSCOTT RIVER SOUTH
 Beach (Y/N?): N
 Impairments related to stormwater: Aluminum, Chlorophyll‐a, Copper, Dissolved oxygen
saturation, Enterococcus, Lead, Nitrogen (Total), Dissolved Oxygen (mg/L), Zinc
You indicated that if these were true, it would be reasonable to request a waiver for GRV.

Let me know if you have any comments or additions you would like to add.
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Sincerely,
Jack McTigue, PE, CPESC
Project Engineer
From: McCarthy, Bethann <Bethann.McCarthy@des.nh.gov>
Sent: Monday, October 09, 2017 8:48 AM
To: Jack McTigue <jmctigue@tfmoran.com>
Subject: RE: Exeter Rose Farm Subdivision

From this point on, email
text in RED is from
Bethann at AOT

Hi Jack,
Looks like it sums up our conversation. I’ve added some comments in red, below. Nothing major.
Thanks,
Bethann
From: Jack McTigue [mailto:jmctigue@tfmoran.com]
Sent: Friday, October 06, 2017 3:56 PM
To: McCarthy, Bethann
Subject: Exeter Rose Farm Subdivision

Bethann,
I wrote up a small summary from our meeting today. Could you look it over and see if I missed anything or if
misunderstood anything.
Thanks,
Jack McTigue, PE, CPESC
Project Engineer

Summary of topics discussed in the 10/06/17 meeting at NHDES. (Exeter Rose Farm – Oak Street Extension.
Culvert Sizing at Stream Crossings
 Set up two HydroCad Models
o One model to look at site drainage and to evaluate on site drainage and Pre and Post storm flows
 Standard setup / used rainfall frequency amounts
o A Second model that focused on the 2 proposed stream crossing (intermediate stream and Norris Brook
crossing) and 2 existing crossings (Oak St Extension Crossing and RR‐Crossing) Based on our
conversation, it appears that this would provide the needed information. Alternately, you may be able
to do the comparison in the HEC‐RAS model described below.
 Used stream stat flows. If needed, we took any increase flows from the first model and added to
the stream stat flows.
 Direct input into HdyroCad (Advanced ‐> Base Flow)
 Sized the culverts with 1, 2, 5, 10, 50, 100‐year storm frequencies.
Slight volume increase – Channel Protection
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Have to evaluate 2‐year volumes wherever proposed subcatchments flows into the river.
o We talked about evaluating them at the 3 crossings
 Existing Oak Street Extension
 New Norris Brook Crossing
 Existing RR Crossing
o Will lists 2‐year volumes as well as 2‐year flows in the summary table for each of these crossings
The current design shows a slight increase
o Based on the stream stat flows, the new design would increase the volume by 1%
Bethann thought this was reasonable and that we could apply for a waiver for the less than 0.1 ac‐ft increase
Roseen comments: The applicants 10/1/18 analysis by Hydrocad (which is

100‐Year Flood
the standard, not Stream Stats) shows a 7% increase in channel protection
volume
(CpV),
or 0.28
AC-FT>
0.1Brook
AC-FTCrossing
allowed
 What the AoT would
expect
to12,026CF
be provided
at the
Norris
o Since there is a culvert, we would need to do Hec‐Ras
o Show there
 Check amount of impact (needs to be less than 0.5 ac‐ft.). Volume not area.
o Jack felt it was significantly less than 0.5 ac‐ft

New Regulations – Affecting Coastal Bay Area
 The drainage numbers already reflect the increased 15% precipitation
 Jack asked how to handle the storm surge increase
 Bethann said that currently the AoT is only looking at the 15% increase in precipitation
Old Oak Street Extension
 Do we need to provide treatment where we are just overlaying the road
o As long as we are not increasing impervious, OK We do typically require treatment pursuant to the
Groundwater Recharge regulations, but can waive for extenuating circumstances such as described in the second bullet item
Volume (GRV). This
below. (In this specific case, it’s a small area with no new impervious, only way to treat is to disturbing
requirement is for
area adjacent to wetlands to construct the proposed pond, and the area would not to be disturbed if not
infiltration on all soils
used
for the BMP.)
except HSG-D
 May be able to waive adding the pond if:
o The proposed impervious area from part of the drive being moved is less or equal to the existing
impervious it is replacing
o The area the pond is being proposed is a healthy wooded area that would need to be cut down.
Roseen comment:
Here AOT clearly states that AOT would likely not grant
the waiver requiring infiltration. This is quite different than
what has been presented to the Planning Board by the
applicants design team

GRV




Having problems infiltrating water
Try to turn some of the gravel wetlands into infiltration ponds
If we cannot do so, show why
o Possible Waiver Although based on depth to SHWT, it appears that we would not grant this waiver.

Gravel Wetland
 In General
o Pretreatment – Needs to be a minimum of 2’ from bottom to top of berm
o AoT would be find with using an outlet berm as opposed to outlet pipe between ponds. As long as
adequately protected against erosion.
o Using Standpipes at end of ponds to enable easier maintenance of orifices.
 Multi‐Level Gravel Wetland
o Discussed how MSC planned to use the outlet structure to transition between the two ponds
o Bethann thought we might not need to use the outlet structure and be able to direct pipe it between
ponds (subsurface). However, may need to bypass flows, which could be done by an outlet structure, or
possibly by overflowing embankment. (See above).
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Roseen comment:
This refers to the need to control volume
and channel protection for erosion

Exeter Rose Farm - Pre Drainage

Type III 24-hr 2-Yr Rainfall=3.69"

47175-00_Pre-Dev
Prepared by Microsoft

HydroCAD® 10.00-19 s/n 01774 © 2016 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Printed 8/30/2018
Page 4

Reach ER2C: Noris Brook

Avg. Flow Depth=0.57' Max Vel=2.14 fps Inflow=9.90 cfs 66,822 cf
n=0.030 L=143.0' S=0.0049 '/' Capacity=598.36 cfs Outflow=9.89 cfs 66,733 cf

Reach ER2D: Noris Brook

Avg. Flow Depth=0.58' Max Vel=2.07 fps Inflow=9.89 cfs 66,733 cf
n=0.030 L=465.0' S=0.0045 '/' Capacity=574.74 cfs Outflow=9.76 cfs 66,435 cf

Reach ER3: Noris Brook

Avg. Flow Depth=0.62' Max Vel=1.45 fps Inflow=8.37 cfs 89,807 cf
n=0.030 L=342.0' S=0.0020 '/' Capacity=258.44 cfs Outflow=8.28 cfs 89,418 cf
Avg. Flow Depth=0.51' Max Vel=5.92 fps Inflow=7.14 cfs 31,139 cf
n=0.030 L=443.0' S=0.0650 '/' Capacity=534.52 cfs Outflow=7.11 cfs 31,103 cf

Reach ER4: Intermittent Stream
Reach ER5: Noris Brook

Avg. Flow Depth=0.78' Max Vel=1.56 fps Inflow=12.53 cfs 120,521 cf
n=0.030 L=595.0' S=0.0018 '/' Capacity=386.45 cfs Outflow=11.68 cfs 119,714 cf
Avg. Flow Depth=0.13' Max Vel=3.02 fps Inflow=0.46 cfs 10,797 cf
n=0.030 L=224.0' S=0.0982 '/' Capacity=656.99 cfs Outflow=0.46 cfs 10,783 cf

Reach ER7: Ditch

Peak Elev=7.00' Storage=0 cf Inflow=22.27 cfs 173,046 cf
55.0" x 65.0" Box Culvert n=0.012 L=37.5' S=0.0099 '/' Outflow=22.27 cfs 173,046 cf

Pond EC2: Box Culvert Under Tran Track

Peak Elev=11.92' Storage=948 cf Inflow=10.43 cfs 73,035 cf
36.0" Round Culvert n=0.011 L=40.0' S=-0.0260 '/' Outflow=10.36 cfs 72,909 cf

Pond EC4: Cross Pipe At Oak St Extension
Pond EP1: Existing Pond

Peak Elev=36.73' Storage=11,212 cf Inflow=3.59 cfs 20,141 cf
Primary=0.46 cfs 10,797 cf Secondary=0.00 cfs 0 cf Outflow=0.46 cfs 10,797 cf

Pond EP2: Existing Fire Pond

Peak Elev=11.53' Storage=16,980 cf Inflow=10.36 cfs 72,909 cf
Outflow=6.17 cfs 60,614 cf

Peak Elev=7.56' Storage=95 cf Inflow=8.37 cfs 89,831 cf
132.0" x 69.0" Box Culvert w/ 12.0" inside fill n=0.012 L=37.5' S=0.0320 '/' Outflow=8.37 cfs 89,807 cf

Pond PC3: Norris Brook Crossing
Link POI101: POI

Inflow=0.59 cfs 2,916 cf
Primary=0.59 cfs 2,916 cf

Link POI103: Inlet to Fire Pond

Inflow=9.76 cfs 66,435 cf
Primary=9.76 cfs 66,435 cf

Link POI104: Norris Brook Crossing

Inflow=8.37 cfs 89,831 cf
Primary=8.37 cfs 89,831 cf

Link POI105: Box Culvert Under Tran Track

Inflow=22.27 cfs 173,046 cf
Primary=22.27 cfs 173,046 cf

Total Runoff Area = 2,176,336 sf Runoff Volume = 199,594 cf Average Runoff Depth = 1.10"
98.23% Pervious = 2,137,712 sf 1.77% Impervious = 38,624 sf
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Rose Farm LLC -- Exeter, NH - Post-Dev

47175-00_Post-Dev_Without-RG_2018-08

Type III 24-hr 2-Yr Rainfall=3.69"

Prepared by Microsoft
HydroCAD® 10.00-19 s/n 01774 © 2016 HydroCAD Software Solutions LLC

Printed 9/27/2018
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Peak Elev=23.00' Storage=0 cf Inflow=1.78 cfs 9,632 cf
18.0" Round Culvert n=0.013 L=72.0' S=0.0069 '/' Outflow=1.78 cfs 9,632 cf

Pond PC2: Cross Pipe

Peak Elev=7.47' Storage=68 cf Inflow=7.96 cfs 96,299 cf
192.0" x 69.0" Box Culvert w/ 12.0" inside fill n=0.012 L=40.0' S=0.0300 '/' Outflow=7.97 cfs 96,277 cf

Pond PC3: Norris Brook Crossing

Peak Elev=11.83' Storage=771 cf Inflow=8.08 cfs 75,996 cf
36.0" Round Culvert n=0.011 L=40.0' S=-0.0260 '/' Outflow=8.06 cfs 75,866 cf

Pond PC4: Cross Pipe At Oak St Extension

Peak Elev=17.95' Inflow=1.30 cfs 7,007 cf
18.0" Round Culvert n=0.011 L=89.0' S=0.0112 '/' Outflow=1.30 cfs 7,007 cf

Pond PC5: DI and Cross Pipe Rose Farm Lane
Pond PC6: Upper Cross Pipe

Peak Elev=43.46' Storage=146 cf Inflow=3.55 cfs 19,492 cf
24.0" Round Culvert n=0.013 L=83.0' S=0.0199 '/' Outflow=3.54 cfs 19,474 cf

Link POI101: POI

Inflow=0.59 cfs 2,916 cf
Primary=0.59 cfs 2,916 cf

Link POI102: Inlet to Fire Pond

Inflow=7.18 cfs 68,853 cf
Primary=7.18 cfs 68,853 cf

Link POI104: Norris Brook Crossing

Inflow=7.96 cfs 96,299 cf
Primary=7.96 cfs 96,299 cf

Link POI105: Box Culvert Under Tran Track

Inflow=20.71 cfs 185,072 cf
Primary=20.71 cfs 185,072 cf

Total Runoff Area = 2,176,195 sf Runoff Volume = 219,918 cf Average Runoff Depth = 1.21"
90.98% Pervious = 1,979,969 sf 9.02% Impervious = 196,226 sf
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